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The best talent is out there.  Swoop it up! 

       All organizations can benefit from hiring better talent, but deep internet sourcing of the best used to take a lot of time—not any 

more!  Now you can find talent for all kinds of jobs and skills with a single search in Swoop’s powerful Talent Sourcing platform. 

Swoop is the best source of talent there is.  Since 2011 we’ve been building the most powerful, most scaleable and most accurate 

social sourcing platform in the industry.  With more than 120,000,000 talent profiles ready to integrate to your own data and pro-

cesses, Swoop lets you find the best talent anywhere.  Here are some of the features of the platform: 

 Search 120,000,000+ Social Talent Profiles 

One search, hundreds of sites—the best database in the business 

Swoop has tens of millions of aggregated social profiles of prospective candidates ready for you to 

search for talent.  We search all over the internet and combine all of the data you need into one clean 

social profile.  Our profiles are complete, with the most comprehensive, freshest, least duplicated 

people profiles you’ll find anywhere. Search them by skill, keyword, job title, company and more.  

 One Search - Everywhere 

Search your ATS, the web and your workforce in one click.  Never miss the best 

As well as our millions of records, Swoop can privately index your own data and systems, so you have 

fresh profiles of everyone you’ve ever come across!  In a single search you’ll be searching across doz-

ens of datasets, to return the candidates that are best for you. Use a basic skills search, an advanced 

search, or leverage your Boolean searching skills! Swoop will bring you back all the best matches  and 

let you review, refer, and manage them until you hire the best.  Yes, that's right - even your ATS, Tal-

ent Communities and workforce.   

 Matched, Stacked and Ranked 

Sophisticated algorithms tell you who's the best.  Yes, this IS the right candidate! 

It’s one thing to find the skills, but Swoop also uses algorithms to match, stack and rank candidates to 
your jobs. Swoop lets you know just how well a candidate matches your needs. This score looks at a 
wide range of factors – peer reviews, reputation, quality of work, experience, relevant job titles, etc, 
etc. For software talent, this includes their projects and codes; for marketers their influence scores – 
and for everyone how their peers view them and their work. You’ll get a really good idea of who is the 
best match for you. 

 Contact Details 

Email addresses, direct contact links and more—there's more than one way to reach a candidate 

Swoop gets you much more than just internet information. Once you’ve found someone who looks 
great, you need to be able to contact them. Swoop offers you a wide range of contact details, and 
even finds full resumes. Smart recruiters build relationships with prospective employees – following 
them on Twitter, joining Meetups, engaging with their blogs, and of course by phone and email. 
Swoop makes it easy for you to connect, and to track the history of your contacts. 

And that’s not all!  There are a bunch more features over the page! 
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 Integrates YOUR Data 

All of the data you need to be together IS together– one place to search and track 

You might have spreadsheets of leads, reams of resumes, an ATS that's hard to search or even a 

Talent Community you're ready to source from.  You can bring them all into your own private 

Swoop talent repositories, and we'll Swoop up all the fresh, relevant internet data available on 

those leads for you.  That means you have the very latest, most comprehensive data on anyone you 

need it on.  Then, as your team reviews and interacts with candidates, Swoop lets you save and 

share Talent Pools, see all the notes and activities from your team - and share and export whatever 

you need, wherever you need it. 

 Fits to YOUR Process 

Not another system to log into! Integrated and connected where you need it to be 

The last thing a busy recruiter or sourcer needs is another system to log into.  No worries - Swoop 

integrates to the systems and processes you are already using.  We'll do all the hard Swooping for 

you, and you won't even know we're there! 

 And Much, Much More 

Social recruiting features that are just what you need—our customers drive what we do 

Because we've built Swoop to be an enterprise tool, we've built a range of features and tools that 

help to ensure that Swoop works in the enterprise.  There are free social job promotion tools, social 

network integration, embedded analytics and more.  Take a look at the panel shots below, sign up 

for a free trial, or just contact us - we're looking forward to seeing you as yet another happy 

Swooper! 
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Join a community of Happy Swoopers 

Swoop has customers ranging from individual sourcers through recruiting agents right to big employers like Intuit. Making our customers 

happy is our #1 priority, and because of that our existing customers are our #1 source of new customers! Now THAT is a metric we’re 

proud of. Our customers have tweeted that we rock, publicly called us “trusted partners”, and sent all of their colleagues and friends our 

way.  We’re looking forward to making YOU another happy Swooper! After all, the smartest recruiters Swoop the best talent.  

 

Find out more about Swoop: 

 

 

 

 

    

Get a Free Demo 
Choose your own time at 

bookings.swooptalent.com 

Take a Free Trial 
Use our product for free.   

We know you’ll like it! 

Contact Form 
Reach us, and learn more at 

www.swooptalent.com 

Call Us! 
Talk to a Swoop recruiting 

expert on 415-504-3453 

Developer API’s 
See how easy it is to put our 

data into your system 

The Smartest Recruiters SWOOP the Best Talent! 
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